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Bottle top
The award-winning design duo Studio
Swine has taken the refuse of São Paolo –
a city known as the Aluminium Capital for
the world-leading number of soda cans it
collects and recycles – as raw material to
create a statement collection that proves
that high-end and even luxury products
can be made from recycled materials.
This standing light is one of a number of
products in Studio Swine’s São Paolo
collection, all made in São Paolo from local
materials – for example, bottles broken
down into cullet before the glass is reheated
and reblown. This results in clearer, highquality glass that requires little energy to
make and also retains some of the
characteristics of the original item.

The
Information
From flat batteries to floating islands, hanging gardens to hanging
out at the laundromat; from cardboard noise to talking bollards;
shade-shifting fabrics to shooting down drones; off-the-shelf
brands, wobbly topography and bloody footballers – Viewpoint’s
pick of new ideas in culture, design, technology and art
Edited by Martin Bewick
Illustrations by tim lahan trademark-trademark.com
and Denis Carrier studiofolk.com
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Business

A light fixture that doubles as a hanging
garden was launched at Toronto’s recent
international Interior Design Show. The
Babylon Light, from designer Ryan Taylor,
is made of aluminium with a powdercoated finish. It can be used as an organic
centrepiece or a working herb garden that
hangs above a kitchen worktop. Fusing the
practical with the poetic, the natural with
the man-made, and interior and exterior
uses of space, the light also touches on
themes of DIY and sustainability with wit
and purpose: plants need light to grow,
so why not bring plant propagation and
lighting design together?
Taylor is a multidisciplinary designer
based in Toronto. A founding partner of
Castor Design with a background in visual
arts, he works in interactive, graphic
and industrial design, creating user
experiences through objects and
interfaces. The Babylon Light has also
been shown at the Canadian city’s
Gladstone Grow Op event, which
showcased innovative ideas and
conceptual responses to landscape and
place across a broad range of creative
practices, including the natural
environment, garden design, art and
place. A limited edition of Babylon
Lights has been produced for sale.

Many people have great ideas for a small business start-up, but
few make the leap and actually do it. Little wonder: tasks such
as building a web presence, setting up banking relationships,
marketing and creating business cards can be time-consuming
and expensive.
Aiming to do for business what YouTube did for video,
Bizinate is encouraging would-be entrepreneurs by making it
easy for anyone to start a business. In fact, the company claims
to be able to set up new businesses within three minutes. Bizinate
is committed to helping a million new startups launch and is
aimed at novices and young people, helping them advertise
products, skills and services online within a simple and safe
commercial environment.
Using Bizinate’s software means no coding, no credit card
contracts and no website development. Users only need to create
an account and start selling. Profits are held in a secure account
where company owners can watch their earnings grow.
Parents can open a master account and create a company for
their kids, operating it on their behalf or running the company
together. Kids can choose the jobs they can do from a list of presets
or create their own – and let others know via email or Facebook.
Parental controls ensure each business is run securely and safely.

Bulbs plus

Kidz’ biz

Design

Board rigid

technology

Rotor city
Expect quadcopter tech to fill the air with transport
and monitoring devices in years to come – the
development of palm-sized quadcopters continues at
breakneck pace, with both the NanoQ and MeCam
both winning praise recently. Next in line is the
Crazyflie quadcopter from Bitcraze, which arrives as
an open-source self-build and hacking kit, exploding
the market and likely pace of development.
Weighing only 19g and with a motor-to-motor
measurement of just 9cm, the incredibly agile and
speedy copter is now available for pre-order. The
developers claim it is capable of lifting a 5g to 10g load
and test videos show it negotiating tight spaces and
remaining stable as its flight path crosses turbulence
caused by an indoor fan.

The kit comes with a Crazyradio USB radio dongle, an
antenna, motors and their mounts, two sets of propellers
and a battery. The radio chip allows communication
between the device and a computer. Although the copter is
shipped pre-programmed, it’s not just intended as a plugand-play toy – it arrives with an accessible ARM Cortex
10-pin JTAG interface for advanced development and
debugging. Full schematics, host source code and
firmware are all available for download.
Bitcraze has designed the Crazyflie so that customers
can add their own new features. Hacks already include
customisations of the quadcopter with the addition of a
keychain camera, LED lights, inductive charging and
computer vision control – all of which aim at providing
practical uses for this gizmo.

Cardboard is a durable, strong and recyclable
material, increasingly used to make highgrade furniture, and even bicycles, but are
those qualities enough to see it used in the
field of electronics and computing? Perhaps.
The Cardboard Radio from Suck UK is
compact and lightweight with an exterior
made from cardboard. The device acts as a
speaker for an MP3 player via a connecting
port and provides good quality FM radio
reception via a retro-look telescopic aerial.
As well as being environmentally friendly,
its basic design is hardwearing enough to be
carried out and about. The high-quality
speaker and audio system is housed in a
simple folded card construction and is
powered by four AA batteries. Suck UK claim
it is world’s first radio to be made (mostly)
from recycled cardboard – which of course
can also be recycled at the end of the
product’s life.
Also working with cardboard is German
artist Niklas Roy. For an electronic media
class he taught at the Offenbach Academy of
Art and Design, he constructed a series of
cardboard computers to explore how to build
communication networks from scratch using
materials as rudimentary as rubber bands,
rope and cardboard. Roy’s artist’s plotter is
made out of durable Finnish cardboard held
together by glue, sticky tape and tie wraps. It
is also fully operational: an interface of rotary
dials and a switch lift a pen along x and y axes
to produce vector graphics.
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Hands on deck

retail

Laundromate
Belgium’s Pinkeye agency excels at creating total design concepts and
brand experiences that play on the intersection of form, function and
feeling for the likes of Coca-Cola, P&G, Estée Lauder and Kraft. A new
retail space from the team forcefully brings those three Fs into collision.
Launderettes are usually perceived as dull places. Often frequented by
students, they’re hardly the places young people would choose to hang out.
Wasbar in Ghent is a launderette with a difference, though: it is an all-inone meeting place, bar and hair salon. It used to be a bookshop and retains
its parquet floor and decorative ceiling mouldings. The 18 washing
machines each bear the names of a real-life grandma while the tumble
dryers take the names of grandpas, all crowd-surfed on Facebook.
Refreshments are served at a colourfully tiled bar which features
upcycled furniture and planters made from wooden drawers – there’s a piano
too. Lampshades are made from coat-hangers and clothes lines break up the
space, while designers at fashion brand Black Balloon created the bespoke
laundry bags. Pinkeye conceived Wasbar’s logo of a clothes peg crossed with
a bottle opener. The concept is set to be rolled out in other Belgian cities.

The mega-yachts of the super-rich
might not spring to mind when
contemplating sustainability. In fact,
however, they are sometimes at the
vanguard of state-of-the-art
environmental technology and design.
The Island(E)motion concept superyacht by MCM Designstudio, a Swiss
architecture and design firm working
in partnership with Future Island, an
Australia-based company, has been
developed as part of the Floating Island
range. MCM Designstudio claims it
has an ecological footprint
that is 60% less than that of a
traditional yacht.
The landscaped upper decks of
Island(E)motion feature recycled and
recyclable construction materials.
The gardens also filter rainwater and
provide insulation, while the energy
required to power life on the yacht is
generated by thermal and electrical
solar panels as well as by wind and
wave energy. A combination of
advanced propeller technology and
hydrogen and liquid natural gas fuel
systems reduce power consumption
and environmental impact.
The company has also established
the GLOW Foundation (Global Life
on Water) which will support the
construction of floating hospitals.
Island(E)motion has pledged to
donate a percentage of its profits
to the foundation.
And the luxury? Seven living decks,
huge owner’s quarters with retractable
roof, private helipad and pool, as well
as an indoor pool that can be converted
into a dance floor, plus galleries and
room for a concert hall. For your
private orchestra, presumably.

art

String theory
It might not look much like a
cutting-edge contemporary musical
instrument but the Wheelharp
from Jon Jones & Sons is just that.
Produced exclusively for Antiquity
Music, the groundbreaking
keyboard instrument gives
musicians a whole chamber string
orchestra at their fingertips. Half
piano and half a member of the
violin and cello family, the
Wheelharp allows players to
orchestrate a full chromatic scale
of 61 actual bowed strings
using its keys.
The Wheelharp has a patentpending action and bridge that can
translate a player’s fingerings into
a range of bowing intensities,
depending on how hard they strike
a key. The instrument is equipped
with a damper system and
electronic pickups, allowing
individuals to create string sounds
with a timbre all of their own.
Whether the Wheelharp will
find its place in an orchestra is yet
to be seen, but the beautiful
instrument is certainly an antidote
to the digitally sampled strings that
predominate in pop music
arrangements today. Its appearance
recalls instruments of the pre-20th
century, pre-amplification,
analogue age. It is available as a
radial model with a barrel-like
curved keyboard or a linear
model with a more traditional
straight keyboard.

DESIGN

Daylight saving
Automation can be a convenience, but it still typically operates in response
to user settings. How much more intuitive and ‘natural’ might it be if it
responded to the environment? Indeed, if it took its cue from natural processes
around us? Dutch design firm Os and Oos has worked with this idea to create
lights that, in the amount of light they emit, reflect the movements of heavenly
bodies, such as the rotation of the Earth as it moves around the sun, or the
transit of a planet across the sun’s surface (from our perspective at least).
Its Syzygy ‘clock’ takes a similar idea further - the position of the dot on
the clock face gives a loose indication of the hour, while the face emits light
in response to the available natural light. So the face is completely dark on a
bright summer morning, for example, but bright towards the end of a winter’s
afternoon, getting brighter into night. As such its luminosity also suggests
the time, both of day and of year. Add in that the design has a geometric
abstract quality and this blend of art and tech has a winning, deeply
human quality.
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No logo
London department store Selfridges
launched a campaign that saw
several iconic brands lose the logos
from their products. The No Noise
campaign urged customers to seek out
quiet moments of solace – little oases
of calm – in a world where overstimulation through signs and infor
mation is the norm. De-cluttering the
branding from products saw Selfridges
remove its own logo from its famous
yellow bags. Joining in with the
de-branding were Heinz ketchup,
Marmite, Clinique, Crème de la Mer,
Striiiipes, Beats by Dre and Levi’s, who
all produced limited-edition quantities
of some of their best-selling products.
How much of a logo can a product
lose before the brand becomes
unrecognisable? Antrepo, a Londonbased multi-disciplinary design
consultancy, is always keen to explore
such questions of minimalism. It

art

health

Clement Valla’s image series of warped landscapes,
Postcards From Google Earth, seems to take the
familiar aerial photography of Google Earth and
render it unreal and impossible – like an Escher
staircase. In the pictures, the seamless and accurate
representation of landscape is ruptured. But this isn’t
the post-production work of Photoshop: Valla has
sourced the images directly from where they occur
within Google Earth. The artist describes them as ‘an
edge condition – an anomaly within the system, a nonstandard, an outlier even, but not an error.’ They are the
intersections where Google’s aerial photography and
texture mapping technology don’t quite meet.
‘These jarring moments expose how Google Earth
works, focusing our attention on the software,’ explains
Valla. To create the illusion of continuity, Google’s
photographs are distorted and stretched across a 3D
topography of the Earth. The margins of the photo
graphic montage – Google’s Universal Texture – must
merge into an endless continuum. That the continuum
is an artificial construct is forgotten. Viewers don’t often
notice, but sometimes the results are visible and
uncanny: buildings are upended; roads lead to nowhere.
The ruptures Valla has located within Google’s
algorithms are temporary, written over by continuous
updates. They also point to a problem as old as mapping
itself: the project reminds us that even in the 21st
century, when we look at a map we don’t see reality, but
an illusion.

A portable device that analyses a user’s metabolism
and then advises them on exercise and diet has been
developed at Arizona State University. Unlike other
devices that measure calorie intake and energy
burned during exercise, the Breezing metabolism
tracker also surveys a person’s individual metabolic
rate to ascertain exactly how fast they burn calories.
Only with this information does a person know
how many calories they should be consuming –
or seeking to cut back.
Metabolic activity is usually measured with a
bulky piece of equipment known as an indirect
calorimeter that is connected to a user’s mouth via a
tube. The calorimeter analyses the carbon dioxide
and nitrogen in a person’s exhalations to find the
amount of heat that their body produces. The new
palm-sized Breezing device requires only a small
mouthpiece and is powered by a lithium-ion
battery. Data is sent by Bluetooth to a smart phone
app that displays how many calories are being
burned and also tracks how that amount changes
over time. It can also tell whether carbohydrates or
fats are being burned.
The app uses the information to build bespoke
exercise and diet programmes for the user, to achieve
their specific fitness goals. While the device is
currently aimed at the mass market, future
applications of the technology could mean similar
devices that help patients manage chronic diseases.

Postcards from the edge

recently set about turning down
the volume on the packaging of a
number of well-known brands,
including Evian, Guinness, Duracell
and Vanish cleaning products.
The agency stripped designs of
ephemera and ornamentation, leaving
them with a simple colour and
typeface combination that was still
recognisably branded.
Graphic designer Ewan Yap from
Kuala Lumpur has also touched
on this theme, creating a series of
packaging design – below – based on
the principle of Big Brand Theory. Yap
took famous brands and zoomed in on
their well-known design elements,
cropping out of the packaging as
much extraneous detail as possible
while maintaining a sense of brand
identity. Sometimes, perhaps, less
really is more. (See the feature on
information overload in this issue.)

Blow up

Increased personalisation of information
could be a bubble we could do without. If
people receive only the information that
confirms their views they will not get an
accurate picture of reality. The risk is that we
conflate highly-informed with well-informed
For more see The features – man overload!, page 188

play

Snow joke
Combining fitness equipment,
nostalgia and a rising appreciation
for playfulness, all in a winter
wonderland setting, Evian
recently created snow-producing
playgrounds for grown-ups in a
bid to brighten up the postChristmas return to work. In
January, Evian installed adult
playgrounds in two of London’s
busiest commuter hotspots: giant
swings at Canary Wharf and an
oversized see-saw in Finsbury
Square. The playgrounds were
part of the brand’s ongoing Live
Young campaign.
Devised with Havas Worldwide
London, all the equipment in the
playgrounds was kinetically
powered to produce snow. As an
incentive to lunch-time exercise,
the more people played on the
equipment, the more they were
rewarded with an environmentally
friendly snowfall.
The installations were live for
five days and promoted with an
outdoor media teaser campaign
including digital escalator posters,
cross-track projections and big
screens at 20 London Underground
stations and 14 mainline rail
stations. In conjunction, Evian’s
UK Facebook page offered daily
tips throughout January on how to
‘live young’, as well as the chance to
win an igloo adventure in Lapland
by demonstrating young-atheart credentials.
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‘Right now, the world is facing the largest wave of urban growth in history,’ says
Swedish industrial designer Caroline Brahme. ‘However, the cities depend on
nature’s ecosystem to function properly. In the future we must find new ways to
integrate green structure into the cities more efficiently. The aim is to build
dense, green and sustainable.’
One step on the way to greener and more sustainable cities might be
Brahme’s own Grey to Green design for paving stones. A simple idea,
aesthetically well-executed, Brahme has taken the humble concrete paving
slab and added holes – large-scale versions, if you like, of the soil space that
sometimes forms between standard slabs. The holes can be filled with soil to
grow plants or grasses, adding a pleasing splash of colour to the urban floor
while also creating small habitats for insects and other wildlife.
Brahme has created a range of slabs with differing numbers of holes, which
means city planners can customise areas to encourage different amounts of
vegetation. The slabs are also designed to integrate easily into existing paving
schemes. Grey to Green is the winner of a Young Swedish Design award and
was exhibited at this year’s Stockholm Furniture Fair.

Any creative working within a
visual medium, whether a graphic
designer or a photographer, an
interior designer or a landscape
gardener, will seek a harmonious
balance of colour and form in their
compositions, carefully tweaking
items that seem out of place or that
jar until everything sits just so. The
task, so often, is to create an image
of the real world that is more
pleasing to the eye, neater, perhaps,
or tidier, than would occur without
their skilful mediation.
Swiss artist Ursus Wehrli takes
this notion one step further. His
latest book, The Art of Clean Up:
Life Made Neat and Tidy, is a
collection of everyday objects that
have been arranged to form highly
organised still lives. The artist’s
compulsive act produces a wideranging set of images: a washing line
heavy with clothes is sorted by
colour; a fruit salad is tipped from its
bowl and ordered by its ingredients,
the tip of a fir tree branch is stripped
of its needles, which are then filed
precisely in a line.
The book is a follow-up to
Wehrli’s Tidying Up Art, in which
he reworked famous pieces of art
to visually ‘tidy’ them. The Art of
Clean Up is available from
Chronicle Books – a must for
OCD sufferers everywhere.

On the slab

advertising

Bags of fun
There are some ad campaigns –
great ones, even – that are so
expertly conceived and detailed
that they become uninterpretable
to anyone but the target audience.
At the other end of the scale are the
campaigns that take the blindingly
obvious and commonplace and
somehow render it fresh and
interesting to all. Finding poetry in
the everyday and the ability to see
the world through new eyes are still
useful tricks for creatives and,
occasionally, a campaign comes
along which reminds us of that skill.
Take, for example, Ogilvy &
Mather’s campaign for Expedia.
The agency used those mundane
signifiers of air travel, the threeletter IATA codes printed on
luggage tags. IATA codes exist for
more than 9,000 airports around
the world. The campaign has simply
combined them to make short,
SMS-like phrases, including SUN
SEA SND SEX (from the codes for
airports Sun Valley, Seattle, Seno
and Sernbach) and WSH EWE WRE
ERE (Brookhaven, Ewer Indonesia,
Whangarei and Erave).
The phrases, redolent of
summer holidays and old
postcards, invoke a travel message
using the ephemera of the travel
experience itself. Expedia is
releasing different phrases
throughout 2013 and wishing
its customers BON VOI AGE
throughout the holiday season.

culture

Blood sports
Could soccer team strips be used to market brands in more engaging ways than
simply being a site for a sponsor’s logo? Of course, football fans’ allegiance to the
club shirt is well documented. Just ask the angry supporters of Cardiff City in
the UK, whose owners changed the club colours from historic blue to red in
order to appeal to their growing market in Asia. Tampering with tradition
certainly courts controversy. But when Brazilian football club Vitória changed
their kit recently they kept changing it – as part of a blood donation campaign.
As the nickname Rubro-Negro suggests, the team’s usual colours are red
and black. The campaign, Meu Sange é Rubro-Negro (My Blood is Red and
Black), saw the team’s shirts redesigned with black-and-white stripes. Fans were
encouraged to donate blood, with the four white stripes reverting to red one at
a time throughout the football season as blood banks achieved key donation
targets. Only 2% of Brazilians give blood – the World Health Organization
recommends a target of 3%.
Launching the rebranded kit, players carried a banner with the legend
‘Vitória has always given its blood for you. It’s time for you to give yours’. The
campaign was created in conjunction with Leo Burnett Tailor Made and the
health secretary of Bahia.

Clean machine

technology

The city, reloaded
At the start of the year, MIT
Technology Review designated 2013
as the year of the Internet of Things.
The term Internet of Things was
coined in 1999 and has crossed
over into popular usage relatively
recently, as practical objects ranging
from refrigerators to home
thermostats have become
‘smart’ participants in internetbased services.
In the UK, the city of Bristol has
upped the ante by in effect becoming
an Internet City of Things. This
summer, the Hello Lamp Post project
from design and research studio PAN
will invite residents to communicate
through lamp posts, bus stops, post
boxes and more, by texting a unique
code found on everyday street

furniture. Accessing the codes
augments the existing infrastructure
of the city with digital displays to
create a gamified experience that
encourages people to re-encounter
streets that might have become
commonplace to the point
of invisibility.
Every post box in Bristol has
been designated a code. Bollards
will have two, while benches will
have seven and storm drains will
have 14. Text the word ‘hello’ plus the
name of the object and its code to a
special phone number and the item
of street furniture texts a question
in reply, gradually revealing a secret
narrative of the city. The initiative
is the winner of Bristol’s inaugural
Playable City Award.

Resilience is a new way of talking about adaptation in cities.
We need to develop resilient energy supplies and infrastructures.
If tomorrow’s commute takes twice as long because the transport
infrastructure can’t meet demand, people will leave
For more see The digest – city limits, page 150
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Trick tock
Zürich clockmaker Miki Eleta’s
latest timepiece and largest
creation to date has made its debut
at the MB&F MAD Gallery. The
2.8m-high Hippocampus clock
features an escapement invented
by Eleta himself, set in action by an
anchor that takes the form of a
seahorse, after which the clock is
named. The Hippocampus also

Life through a lens
features an ingenious musical
movement in which the same melody
will never be heard twice in 100 years
– perhaps feeding a demand for
genuinely unique experiences,
however small. In the age of instantly
downloadable ringtones, Eleta’s
masterpieces reflect a completely
different understanding of time.
Self-taught Eleta had been
creating kinetic sculptures until 2001,
when a client asked him about the
precision mechanisms of his pieces.
In response, the artist offered to create
his first ever horological work to prove
that his designs were precise. Since
then Eleta has created more than 28
kinetic clocks, as well as his own
escapement, the Eleta-Hemmung,
which regulates the complicated
timepieces. Eleta became a member
of the Horological Academy of
Independent Creators in 2005.
Among Eleta’s unique pieces are
Die Sieben, a kinetic sculpture that
includes tiny steel balls that travel
through passageways. Again, the
musical qualities of Eleta’s work are on
display, with the steel balls circulating
to touch 16 pentatonic cylinders and
47 gears to sound a tune that only
repeats itself every seven years.

marketing

What’s up, doc?
An Africa Health Placements (AHP) campaign to recruit foreign doctors
to work in Africa, devised in collaboration with South African agency
Boomtown, was produced in the form of an audio advertisement that
only doctors could hear – with the aid of their own equipment.
According to AHP, 1,200 doctors graduate in Africa every year but more
than half leave the content to further their careers in other parts of the world.
Only 2.9% of African doctors end up serving rural communities where the
need is often greatest – areas where HIV/AIDS, malaria, TB, snake bites,
injuries from land mines, malnutrition, animal attacks and cholera lead to
a litany of health-related problems.
To reach foreign doctors and convince them to consider working in
Africa, the ad campaign spoke to them directly in a unique and powerful way.
A package was sent from Africa that contained an audio advertisement which
could only be heard via a stethoscope. Arriving in a small, rudimentary
wooden box, a pressure-activated device triggered a low frequency MP3. On
placing the stethoscope as instructed and listening, doctors heard a teaser for
them to ‘do work that gets your heart racing’, followed by a call to action to
visit the AHP website and find out more.

social media

Where the streets
have your name
Digital agency Code d’A zur
created a global campaign for
KLM that integrated social media
and direct mail to produce a
personalised travel destination
guide. The Must See Map (‘Your
Must See Map, made by friends’)
was designed to enhance KLM’s
understanding of its customers.
Participants annotated an online
destination map with tips and
ideas for things to do submitted by
friends, and were sent a highquality printed version of the map
to take on their travels. Using the
Must See Map tool, users could
select a KLM destination and ask
friends via Facebook, Twitter or
email to share tips. The tool also
confirmed Facebook check-ins to
show which friends had recently
visited the chosen destination.
The thinking behind the
campaign draws on people’s
preferences for local, personalised
and trusted knowledge, while
acknowledging that organising
this information can be time
consuming: a map-making project
that is essentially a curation service
is a concept that might well grow.
As Code d’A zur puts it: ‘The best
tips are of course the ones from
friends, yet managing these tips
is such a hassle. Most people print
emails and make notes when they
go on holiday, hoping they have the
best tips. The Must See Map is the
perfect solution. You not only
collect and organise the best things
to see and do, but you receive an
actual map to take with you.’

Microsoft’s SenseCam life-logger, soon
to be made commercially available as the
Vicon Revue, is one of the latest wearable
fitness devices – not to mention a logical
extension of social media and
smartphones’ encouragement to
narcissistically self-document our every
move. Its camera, which can shoot and
store about three images a minute, is
intended as a therapeutic device to aid
people who have memory problems, or to
build an accurate picture of activity levels
and dietary intake. The camera’s battery
can keep the device running throughout
the daytime before needing to be
recharged and operates in combination
with an accelerometer to sense movement,
speed and direction.
A research project in the UK by the
British Heart Foundation followed users
as they wore the SenseCam around their
necks over the course of a few days. The
study group also wore a standard
accelerometer to compare and contrast
results. Data analysis revealed that the
standard accelerometers found it difficult to
differentiate between a seated activity such
as watching and a standing activities that
burned more calories. The discrepancies,
revealed by the SenseCam’s camera,
amounted to around 30 minutes per day
between types of sedentary activity.
SenseCam photos recorded during a
separate study of sports students at Dublin
City University, Ireland, revealed that
subjects often misreported and
underestimated dietary intake levels,
including portion size, types of food and
calories consumed. The camera,
it seems, never lies.

art

All that glitters
It looks like gold, but feldspar is actually one of the world’s most
abundant minerals, making up something like 60% of the world’s
crust. Designer Emilie F Grenier uses it to make objects that,
underpinned by their decorative nature and their lack of
functionality, ask questions about the future of luxury in an
economically austere West. Could luxury, she asks, be more about
provenance and craftsmanship than the traditional equal
emphasis on rare materials? Might the plentiful, carefully
manipulated, prove luxurious?

Our nascent fascination with
space exploration is leading to an
otherworldly picture of texture, colour
and materiality, completely unlike the
natural world we know
For more see The surface, page 136
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Touch of silk

Reflect on this

Scientists at MIT have been researching how silkworms make their
cocoons in order to improve the capabilities of 3D printing. Currently,
3D printing is limited in that it can only produce objects from homogenous
materials that have the same properties throughout. Silkworms, however,
build their pupal casings with a material that is hard on the outside
but soft on the inside.
Inspired by the silkworms’ woven habitats, MIT’s Mediated Matter
research group is printing silk fibres stuck together with biodegradable
glue to build the CNSILK Pavilion. The method offers a form of
construction in which material properties vary locally to accommodate
different structural and environmental requirements. The new ‘material
architectures’ are strong enough to be load-bearing, can change their
transparency to control light levels within an interior space and can
feature pores that open and close for ventilation.
The CNSILK Pavilion is a synthesis of biology, material science and
computation, coupled with large-scale, multi-axis, robotic fabrication.
It could mean that the on-demand 3D printing of tailor-made homes
will soon be possible. MIT will be unveiling the pavilion at a series
of events in 2013.

Contemporary heliostats are often
associated with solar power plants,
but Wikoda has produced one for use
in a domestic setting. The company’s
Sunflower heliostat helps owners
reflect daylight from their garden
towards their home to reduce
reliance on electric light. The
Sunflower’s petal-like arrangement
of mirrors is connected to motors
that enable them to move throughout
the day to capture as much sunlight
as possible. Sensors track the sun as
it moves across the sky and then
adjust the position of the mirrors to
reflect light indoors. The Sunflower
is powered by its own solar panels.
Light can be pointed towards a
window to light up a room, towards a
greenhouse to give plants extra light
or towards solar panels to harvest
energy. Wikoda claims the heliostat
can save users the equivalent of
$2-worth of electricity every day and
help reduce homeowners’ carbon
footprint through the generation
of solar power and the use of
natural light.
Also in a residential setting but
on a much larger scale is French
architect Jean Nouvel’s heliostat for
the One Central Park development in
Sydney. The 110-tonne steel-framed
heliostat is a cantilevered platform
installed on the 29th floor. The frame
will form the base of an outdoor sky
garden and its motorised mirrors will
direct the sun’s rays down onto
communal gardens.

culture

Budget nudge
Details of a government’s annual budgets don’t often make for exciting
reading, even if they might have a profound impact on people’s lives.
As a way to engage the public with economic policy, the Singapore
government recently gamified information about its budget with the
help of an on-line quiz.
The government’s Budget Quiz 2013 comprised four rather testing
mini-quizzes, played over the course of a month, which culminated in a
final quiz: the Budget Trivia Master Challenge. The quizzes covered
topics including the annual budget process, budget initiatives and social,
economic and tax policies. Participants stood to win shopping vouchers
worth $20 for each round of the mini-quiz and $250 for the Trivia Master
Challenge. Top scorers were also featured in an online hall of fame.
To encourage participation among younger people, students could win
prizes for their school by accumulating the highest total score with their
classmates. Answering the quiz questions on the government’s budget
website brought up explanations of policies and overviews of how budgets
are planned, along with links to the government’s main website for
more detailed information.

transport

Small is portable
The drive towards the ultimate
in utilitarian city cars continues:
following on the heels of Rinspeed’s
wifi-enabled small commuter
vehicle, aimed at encouraging car
sharing, Honda’s latest prototype
Micro Commuter electric vehicle
has a swappable body that can be
changed to accommodate
different functionality.
The short distance EV is only
around 250cm long – shorter even
than the Smart Fortwo. With a
reputed weight of less than 400kg
its 15kW motor is also likely to be
extremely economical. The battery
can be recharged in just three
hours. Honda claims the car, which
can seat two adults or one adult and
two children, has a top speed of
80mph and can cover 60 miles
at a maximum of 50mph. The
dashboard comes in the form of
a user-owned tablet device for the
display, navigation, audio and
back-up camera. The tablet can be
charged using solar cells mounted
on the vehicle roof.
The distinctive aerodynamics
of the Micro Commuter’s body
might be seen as prioritising
function over form but the exterior
design is in fact one of
the vehicle’s most notable
innovations. Honda’s Variable
Design Platform concept positions
the battery, motor and control unit
into a compact space under the
floor so that the body and interior
can easily be re-purposed for
different uses – for example,
allowing the car to be configured
as either runabout perfect for
the school run, or as a city
delivery vehicle.

marketing

Brand on the run
Product, place, price, promotion: the classic four Ps of the marketing
mix. And while each is important, perhaps none is more so than the first,
without which the rest become rather unnecessary. At least, that’s the
well-worn theory. Designer Ben Pieratt’s latest work turns such standard
marketing practice on its head and questions whether branding must
always occur after product design. It also perhaps points to our cultural
obsession with brands and our identification with them above and
beyond what they actually produce.
Pieratt’s Hessian brand identity is up for sale, for the asking price of
$18,000. He thinks he’s found a marketplace for it and can even identify
suitable customers. Uniquely though, Hessian isn’t attached to a product. Or,
rather, Pieratt is marketing the brand itself as the product, leaving whoever
buys Hessian to decide where and on what consumer goods it will be applied.
He describes Hessian as a ‘brand in waiting’, an identity built around
a series of meme-hooks that could come to signify a restaurant, a start-up,
a clothing brand – or something else entirely. The Hessian brand includes
a name, URL, Twitter account, Tumblr account, a range of more than 20
logos and an associated suite of designs, T-shirt designs, repeating patterns,
a website theme, a user interface theme, app icons, a brand guidelines
document and 30 hours of custom design time to translate the brand to
buyer’s individual needs. All that’s missing is the product itself.
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health

Gimme shelter
Wearable health technology is cropping up everywhere, but
can bus shelters now also improve your well-being? To combat
winter depression, therapeutic light boxes appeared in place of
the usual bus stop advertising boards in the Swedish town of
Umeå. The town is around 600km north of Stockholm and, like
much of Sweden, endures long, dark, cold and snowy winters.
The daylight hours are shortest in December, when the sun
rises at 10am and sets before 3pm. Depression associated with
seasonal affective disorders is thought to be experienced by up
to 9.5% of the population in Scandinavia and artificial light is
vital for maintaining a healthy balance of hormones in the brain.

As part of an advertising campaign, the Umeå Energi
company installed lamps that replicate daylight at 26 bus
stops across the town for three weeks last winter. The
bulbs are similar to those used in phototherapy and do
not emit harmful ultra-violet rays, while the company’s
energy comes from environmentally sound sources.
Waiting at a cold bus stop in the dark is enough to get
anyone down and Umeå Energi stressed the feelgood
factor of the lights. ‘This is so people can get a little
energy kick as they are waiting,’ says marketing chief
Anna Norrgård.

craft

Magic carpet

architecture

Hope floats
In the coastal fishing community of Makoko, in
the city of Lagos, Nigeria, a new building project is
addressing local social and physical needs in the
context of climate change and Africa’s spiralling
urbanisation. The Makoko Floating School, a pilot
project by the NLÉ architecture and design practice,
is a sustainable alternative building system and floodproof urban culture for the densely populated area.
Sponsored by the United Nations Development
Programme and the Heinrich Böll Foundation, the
floating school is the first of a three-phase initiative
to build a floating community of interlocked floating
residences – allowing buildings to stay above the
water, however high the tide, in a way that more
commonplace stilted waterside buildings cannot.
The Makoko development will be constructed
from locally sourced materials and resources.

The structure of the A-frame school is wood and
the building floats on plastic barrels. Classrooms
are located on the second tier and are surrounded by
communal green space. There is a playground below
and the roof section contains an additional open-air
classroom. The roof also incorporates photovoltaic
cells for solar energy and a rainwater catchment
system. The structure is naturally ventilated.
The second phase of the development will
include the construction of floating houses
featuring state-of-the-art earthquake tremor
devices designed by Air Danshin Systems, which
pump air into a chamber below the structure to
safeguard against quickly rising and moving water.
The final phase will see the creation of the entire
floating community. (See the feature on Africa in
The Digest, this issue).

A well as China, which has had interests in Africa for years, Indian
telecom companies and Brazilian construction firms are looking to
the continent. McKinsey has stated that ‘global businesses cannot
afford to ignore Africa’s potential’
For more see The digest – continental shift, page 154

From Iran and Afghanistan to the Berber people of Morocco,
carpet-making is a craft that has brought communities together
for thousands of years. Updating the tradition and relocating it
to the environs of an art gallery, Oloop Design recently invited
randomly chosen visitors to participate in the making of a
modern carpet using similar methods.
Connection: Carpet in Progress was held over several sessions
at the Kresija gallery in Ljubljana, Slovenia, as part of the Super
Hands project, which celebrated the hand-made and the
creative power of manual labour.
Oloop’s designers work in diverse fields of visual arts and
design, including product design, space design, urban installation
and textile art. Organised by Katja Burger, Tjaša Bavcon and
Jasmina Ferček, the installation was designed, in the team’s words,
as a ‘symbolic carpet area which will connect us and visitors to
work together. The resulting textiles will holds the record of each
individual and the entire group at the same time.’ No previous
crafting skills or specialist tools were needed for gallery visitors
to contribute to the making of the brightly coloured carpet.
The project aimed to present contemporary textile art and
design within a local Slovenian cultural context. Dissolving the
distinction between artist/maker and audience/consumer, the
carpet was both a visual art installation and a participatory
exercise in traditional handcrafting.

technology

Flat battery
One of the latest developments in ultrathin, flexible batteries that will help in the
development of wearable technology comes
from US tech start-up Imprint Energy. Using
zinc rather than lithium, a material which
poses problems of rigidity and bulkiness for
battery makers seeking to slim things down,
the company has begun testing flexible,
low-cost, rechargeable batteries.
Zinc has been used for years in battery
production, but so far it has been difficult to
incorporate it into rechargeable models.
Imprint Energy’s solution to this problem is
to switch from using a liquid electrolyte in the
battery, which can create tiny fibres that get in
the way of the charging reaction, to using an
electrolyte made of a solid polymer. It works.
Screen-printing the new batteries means they
can be made as thin as a few hundred microns
– about the width of two human hairs. To
make them, the battery materials are printed
like ink onto screens in whatever shapes
are required.
Imprint Energy initially sees the batteries
as being manufactured to power digital smart
labels – freshness detector stickers on food,
for example. Wearable electronics for
consumers and the health sector using the
new technology is still some way off, but
the printed zinc batteries are bringing its
possibilities much closer.
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textiles

business

Anything is
the new black

culture

Hey, hey, wait a minute
In the UK, as elsewhere, the boom in internet shopping has accounted for
a large rise in the number of parcels being delivered to homes. For the
customer who is not at home when the delivery van arrives, the cost is
usually only inconvenience and frustration. The estimated overall
cost to the UK e-commerce sector of missed deliveries, however, is
a staggering £851m a year, according to retail body IMRG.
SoPost, a fresh-thinking UK mail delivery service that aims to eradicate
missed deliveries, allows customers to use email addresses, Facebook and
Twitter accounts, as postal addresses. Rather than a house number or a
postal code, SoPost thinks of the address as simply where the customer is
currently located, or where they want mail to be sent at a particular time.
Users signing up for the service can attach as many physical addresses
as they like to an email address or social media account, for example home,
work and weekend addresses, and provide a schedule for when they are
likely to be at each one.
SoPost is working with online retailers to simplify the registration
process and says that as address information is handed over to the company,
not the brands, they can also ensure data protection. Perhaps arriving home
to a missed delivery card on the doormat will become a thing of the past.

marketing

Talk back
Crowd-sourced reviews might offer brands a cheap way of marketing their
goods, but it was only ever going to be a matter of time before potential
customers realised that they could round on a shoddy product and flood
customer comments sections with sarcasm. These are growing in number
on Amazon, with reviewers attempting to out-funny each other about
products ranging from the comically useless (a banana slicer) and those
that might be used unwisely (Veet For Men hair removal cream) to ones
considered sexist (BIC’s pens ‘for her’).
So far, so funny. But reviewers’ humour took on an activist tone in response
to Amazon’s listing of a toy version of a US military Predator drone from
manufacturer Maisto. Critics of the military’s controversial drone programme
came out in force, setting their sights on the indiscriminate nature of drone
attacks and the perceived hypocrisy of President Obama winning the Nobel
prize for peace while sanctioning the programme. Here are just two excerpts:
‘A lthough this toy is very fun and educational by itself, it really needs to be
packaged with its potential targets, or at least a tiny “kill list”, so that children
understand how it’s used. A miniature Afghan Wedding Party would help.’
‘Don’t let Dad get away with anti-American activities! Show him who’s boss,
whether he’s at a wedding, a funeral, or just having his morning coffee. Sow
fear and carnage in your wake! Win a Nobel Peace Prize and be declared
Time Magazine’s Person of the Year – Twice!’

Materials scientists at Harvard
University and the University of
Exeter have been developing new
fibres that could lead to smart
fabrics that change colour when
stretched, squeezed or heated.
Inspired by nature, and in particular
the plant Margaritaria nobilis –
common name, the bastard
hogberry – the polymer fabric’s
colours are not dependent on
pigment but on the interference
of light within its fibres.
To propagate its seed, the
bastard hogberry (BH) uses birds
and monkeys in Central and South
America. Its fruit is not very
nutritious, however, and the plant
uses colour to convince animals it is
a tasty proposition. The attractive
blue colour of its fruit is not
produced by the energy-intensive
formation of blue pigment but by
optical interference of natural light.
A cross-section of BH tissue cells
reveals a multilayered construction
that reflects one characteristic
colour, blue, even though the plant
material is actually brown. The plant
itself cannot change colour, but the
material scientists’ artificial version
of the structure, made by copying
the optical structure of the fruit
cells, passes through a full rainbow
of colours as it’s stretched. As the
fibre is stretched, the layers become
thinner, shortening the wavelength
of the reflected light and so
changing its colour.
Practical uses for the colourchanging fabrics could include smart
clothing used in the training of
athletes or packaging that issues
a colour alert if stretched to near
breaking point.

Perk up

technology

Makes good sensor
Part wearable technology and part
phone app, Lapka is a personal
environment monitor that connects
to your phone to measure, collect
and analyse the background
qualities of your current location.
Using sensors that respond to the
invisible world of particles, ions,
molecules and waves, Lapka
measures and quantifies the quality
of the local environment, in the
street or the office, at home or in
flight. Comparing its readings to
average guidelines, the
measurements are then visualised
for storing in a diary or sharing
online. The device provides a
hyper-detailed survey of one’s
chosen locality, reflecting on-going
interest in localisation, and with
sensor technology advancing
rapidly, we can expect to see
more such devices.
Radiation readings, for
example, reveal information
about the background radioactive
particles in the local environment
and the technology is sensitive
enough to detect low levels of hard
beta and gamma particles. In the
‘organic’ mode, the device’s stainless
steel probe can be inserted into any
fruit or vegetable included on the
preset list to detect nitrates left
behind by the use of synthetic
fertilisers. Another setting detects
electromagnetic fields caused by
electronic devices, wireless
transmitters, or nearby power
lines and Lapka can also monitor
temperature and relative humidity.

New York-based Lucky Ant is a crowdfunding platform aimed at local
businesses with specific short-term goals. Lucky Ant’s project-based model is
not a platform for start-ups; rather, it helps small businesses raise funds for new
equipment, brand development, advertising campaigns, new staff or repairs in
exchange for localised deals and perks. Local businesses have three weeks to
reach a specific goal, at which point funders’ debit cards are charged and the
rewards are delivered. If the goal isn’t reached, nothing happens and no
cards are charged.
The crowdfunder is adamant that it won’t feature large corporations,
franchises or chains. Neither does it offer ROI or share deals. All businesses on
Lucky Ant are described on its website as ‘retail mom ‘n’ pop shops’, including
restaurants, theatres, gyms, clothing stores and bakeries. The projects are
grouped by neighbourhood, although projects can be funded anywhere.
The average amount of money sought is $10,000. Rewards are typically
discounts on products or services, but have also included having a pizza named
after the donor, closing a restaurant for a customer to enjoy a romantic meal and
having a restaurant’s chef visit to cook dinner at home. Lucky Ant is also now
taking off beyond New York City.

home

Wash ‘n’ go
A desktop washing machine recently launched in Japan looks more like a
blender. King Jim’s new Swoosh is a mini AC-powered washing machine that
uses five litres of water per load, poured in by hand. Add dirty laundry, water
and detergent, close the lid, set the time and the machine does the rest. Dirty
water is drained via an integrated hose before clean rinse water is added, again
by hand. One load takes 15 minutes to wash and three minutes to rinse. The
little launderer has a capacity for up to 250g of laundry at a time – which means
it should be able to handle a cotton shirt, although not heavyweight denim.
The Swoosh is no gimmick. Similarly sized washing machines already in
development include the Laundry Pod and the GiraDora. An increase in
interest in small-scale appliances ties neatly in with the deep-rooted concept
of small living in Japan – and increased single living further afield. See, for
example, architect Azby Brown’s book The Very Small Home: Japanese Ideas
for Living Well in Limited Space. The rise of micro-apartments for single
professionals is also now pronounced in the US too. For those needing to live
in a three-metre by three-metre apartment, space saving devices such as the
Swoosh might be a useful addition.

